
  

Maths  

 Ratios 

 Nth term 

 Drawing graphs 

 Graphical Simultaneous Equations 

 Probability 

 Averages from tables 

 Art  

 Pop art portraits 
(Practical) 

Geography  

Prisoners of geography  

 Investigating prisoners of geography  

 Importance of the BRIC’s 

 USA as a superpower 

Coasts 

 Coastal Processes 

 Coastal landforms 

Music 

Elements of music       

 Guitar tabs 

 Staff notation  in the 
treble clef  

 Rhythm notation  

 Ukulele chords 

 

Design and Technology  

3D  -  Systems, electricity generation, sustainability & responding to a 
design brief (Theory) 

Food  -  Hygiene, carbohydrates & critical temperatures (Theory) 

Textiles -  Tools & Equipment 

Fabric construction & stitching techniques (Theory) 

Graphics— Packaging and logo design (Theory) 

Computing  

“I am an AI developer” 

 Ethics of AI  

 Examples of AI  

 

“I am a computer Historian” 

 Encryption  

 Boolean logic  

 Computational thinking  

 

“I am an APP Developer” 

 The app lab environment  

 Decomposition 

 Variables 

English  

Texts from previous Assessment Windows 

Sherlock Holmes  

The Tempest  

 

Animal Farm  

 Social & political context for Modern British writers (WW2, Russian Revolu-
tion, Communism, propaganda, tyrants and dictatorships) and literary context 
(allegory) 

 Orwell’s characterisation of the pigs as corrupt leaders and the animals as the 
gullible/powerless.  

 Key vocabulary (allegory, tyrant, rebellion, harvest, corrupt, propaganda, cult 
of personality and treacherous) 

 How to write an analytical paragraph (focus on selecting appropriate evidence 
& inference skills 

Science  

 Reactivity  

 The Earth  

 Magnetism  

 Genetics  

 Ecosystems  

 

 

Spanish   

Reading & Translation Exam  

 Describing home 

 Comparatives 

 Holiday activities 

 Verb ‘se puede’  

 The superlative 

  Directions  

Assessment Window 3 Year 8 Revision Mat 

How to use… Use this mat to guide your revision  topics, then check them off: 

1 = Fully understand this topic  

2 = Almost, but needs more attention  

3 = Still no idea                                      Practice makes perfect, good luck!  

History 
 Black Tudors 

 The Stuarts 

 The Civil War  

 Empire & India  

 The impact of the Industrial Revolution  

 Historical skills  

Religion, Philosophy & Ethics 

 

Prejudice & Discrimination  

 The difference between the two 

 Discrimination of women 

 Racism -  why and how can it be stopped? 

 Positive discrimination  

Please refer back to AW1 & AW2 Revision Mats as your assessment will be cumulative, assessing you on content 

covered this year. All revision mats can be found on our school website.  

Personal Development  

 Drink & drugs 

 Keeping healthy  

 Relationships and sex education  

Scan QR Code  

Here you will find Knowledge  

organisers to support you with 
your revision. 


